Opening Remarks

The B in LGBT is for Bisexual, but this often seems to be an invisible letter. Too often bisexual rights and the needs of bisexual people are overlooked by equality groups and organisations, even those which identify themselves as LGBT. Over the next three years, the Equality Network has been funded by the Scottish Government to look at the impact of equality legislation on the lives of LGBT people and the aspirations of LGBT communities in Scotland.

The topic of the first Big LGBT Conversation was Bisexual Rights in Scotland - supported by BiScotland. A lively discussion took place about what needs to change to deliver bisexual rights, and what could be done to make these changes happen. A report will be published on the Equality Network website soon: www.equality-network.org

Meanwhile, BiScotland hosted Celebrate Bisexuality Day, organised in conjunction with the LGBT Centre for Health and Wellbeing. A great time was had by all.

If you are bisexual or bi-friendly and wish to go along to your nearest bisexual group, check out www.biscotland.org or see our listings.
Idol Bugger
Scott Robertson from Edinburgh, after battling through competitive auditions at Idol 2008, has now made it through to the regional finals. Held last month at Glasgow Royal Concert Hall, they will be held there again for the regional final on 2nd November.

At this moment, Scott is one impressive performance away from making it to the Grand National final in Portsmouth at the end of November. In a bid to be crowned the UK’s Idol 2008, “I love dancing, I have been dancing since I was three”, Scott says, “Edinburgh is a great place to learn dance, places like Telford College and Dance Base are a fantastic start point, and with The Fringe Festival and the amazing venues around town showcasing first rate dance shows, it’s impossible not to fall in love with dancing.”

Scott has the support of his family and boyfriend, and keeps a hard regime of training and sessions at the gym to be at his peak. “Obviously, nights out at CCs or GHG are great fun to practice some dance moves, but it is not all fun and games when you want to do this professionally”, he explains. “After a night out I always have the boyfriend looking me out of bed early in the morning so I don’t miss a gym session”. Scott is a member of Carlton Hotel’s gym, and he can be spotted regularly there doing sit-ups or running. “It’s a hard job to keep pretty”, he jokes.

“I come from Edinburgh’s Pilton area, and some of the kids I teach love dancing but they have no intention of furthering their career because of where they were brought up. I want to show them they can do anything they set their mind to. I want to win this competition for them”. Says Scott. “This is a great opportunity to show the whole of the UK that Scotland has more to offer than Ceilidh dancing and bagpipes, and I would love to represent Scotland in the finals.”

Healthy Relaunch
Manuska Greenwood writes.
The October relaunch week programme was a chance to kick-start healthier living and find out about the wide range of activities the Edinburgh LGBT Centre for health and Wellbeing offers. Over the course of the week lots of old friends and returned, along with many new faces.

Events ranged from the very active to the very relaxed, with many in between. The Sports Exchange was launched, and already quite a few new sports groups have been formed (including climbing and ultimate Frisbee). The Centre was also delighted to host The Luvvies and Loud & Proud Choir in a live performance, and our LGBT culture and history was well represented with the LGBT themed film day and an Edinburgh history talk by Ellen Gafford, writer, activist andurator of the Remember When project.

The Taster Sessions Day also provided many with the opportunity for trying new activities, from knitting and circus skills to relaxation and tai chi. It was great to see so many people coming to use the Centre and to feel the momentum and excitement the relaunch has created. So if you are keen to try out new ways to get active in good company, find out more about what is in store over the coming months, by checking out www.health.org.uk or give us a ring on 0131-523-1100.

See also: Edinburgh Scene - Page 8

Bully For Them!
LGBT Youth Scotland is to launch Scotland’s new anti-homophobia toolkit for teachers during Anti-Bullying Week in November. For more information about the toolkit resource or about LGBT Youth Scotland’s work in schools please E-mail info@lgbtyouth.org.uk with the subject ‘Schools Toolkit Information’.

World AIDS Day
World AIDS Day on Monday 1st December will see several events run in Edinburgh by Waverley Care. The Filmhouse will host a benefit screening of ‘Priscilla, Queen of the Desert’ at 6pm. At the same time, there will be a World AIDS Day gathering entitled ‘Celebrate, Reflect & Remember’ at St John’s Church, Lothian Road. At 8pm, St Columba’s Parish Church, 5 Lothian Road, will be the venue for a concert including Faure’s Requiem.

HIV test
In control of health
Start treatment in time

No HIV test
Become ill
In hospital with AIDS

One third of HIV positive gay men don’t know they have HIV

An HIV test could give you the knowledge you need to stay healthy

Know your HIV status
Find your nearest HIV testing clinic and more information at www.gmfa.org.uk/testing

GMFA projects are developed by positive and negative volunteers. To volunteer or donate call 000 7738 6872 or go to www.gmfa.org.uk

Supported by and the Derek Butler Trust
Haider’s Male Deputy Says They Had a Relationship

The top deputy to the late Austrian rightist leader Jörg Haider has created speculation that he and Haider had been lovers.

Jörg Haider’s Male Deputy Says They Had a Relationship

At the time, he had just stepped down from 15 years as head of the populist/nationalist Freedom Party, which was one-half of Austria’s governing coalition from 2000 to 2002.

The presence of the Freedom Party in the Austrian government caused outrage across, and sanctions from, the European Union.

Critics considered Haider extremist, racist and xenophobic. In 1995, the US Anti-Defamation League accused him of making “numerous statements utilizing Holocaust terminology or legitimizing Nazi policy and activities.”

An Associated Press story, titled “Was Austrian far-right leader Jörg Haider gay?” said Haider had praised aspects of Adolf Hitler’s labour policies; criticized immigrants as lazy, criminal and corrupt; and seemed contemptuous of Jews, but had never spoken against gay people or promoted so-called traditional family values.
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The nights are fair dealing in all over Aberdeen, and sun and sun and Sunday across the scene in Aberdeen, and sun and sun and Sunday come the happy happenings across Aberdeen & Moray.

**Terence Higgins Trust News**

There will be a **Challenging Homophobia Workshop** on Saturday 8th November in Aberdeen. For more information and to secure one of the 12 places for free, please contact info.aberdeen@tht.org.uk or E-mail info.aberdeen@tht.org.uk. A written assessment is required if you are a new volunteer. The workshop will be in December.

**For Aberdeen’s venues listings see Page 22. Community Groups are listed on Pages 24-27.**

**World AIDS Day - Monday 1st December**

The Grampian World AIDS Day group, a multi-agency group, is promoting the campaign in Terence Higgins Trust Scotland, Drugs Group, LGBT Centre for Health and Wellbeing, St Andrews University Students’ Association and NHS Grampian Services. The campaign’s main aim is to raise awareness to have this years awareness raising campaign “Discriminate against AIDS”.

The group is planning on creating the world’s largest red ribbon display in Aberdeen. Your group has applied to the Guinness World Records for this campaign. The group is planning on creating the world’s largest red ribbon display in Aberdeen.

**All the resources you need to join the campaign are on the website at www.bep.org.uk**

**Obar dheathainn**

**GAY SCENE**

**Aberdeen**

*Obad Wobson*

*For Aberdeen’s venues listings see Page 22. Community Groups are listed on Pages 24-27.***

**Getting into your bar without!**

E-mail: editor@scotsgay.co.uk

**Display of Bondo**

**Dùn eileidhge**

**Edinburgh**

*Jodie Fleming*

*For Edinburgh’s venues listings see Page 22. Community Groups are listed on Pages 24-27.**
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GLASGOW

I don’t follow the scene - I AM the scene

Happy World AIDS Day 2008 Take care... PopSuper.com

GAY SCENE

HIGHLANDS

SIX REASONS WHY YOU NEED A GAY SOLICITOR

1. Comfortable and confident environment
2. Respect for you and your relationships
3. Recognition that we have some different needs
4. A gateway to other gay solicitors who can help in specialist areas
5. 30 years experience in the law giving you ability and thoroughness
6. Access to one of the top 4 Edinburgh Solicitor Estate Agencies

Call Donald Skinner-Redi
now for your FREE initial consultation, quoting ref: GS1 0131 226 2826 or Email: dr@vnm.co.uk

www.goc.org.uk

The Polo Lounge

from £10 or £8 for GSA students and

Wednesday night with resident DJ Darren

for the latest gossip, news, info and more

www.equality-network.org

TONIGHT

Monday 1st December 2008 is World AIDS Day and Gay Outdoor Club events provide a lot of freedom so guys can choose which one to do to determine on what’s available, able and of course we’re there because we love it. At Torridon there were opportunities from serious Muir-bagging to coastal walks and a social night out for all of the things. Scotland’s remotest Munro. A Mhaidhean.

We’re from more LGBT events in the Highlands and beyond you can contact Alan at alan@equality-network.org or 01463 712509. There’s also the website: www.goc.org.uk

The photos are of a backpacking trip they did earlier this summer to the remote Hebridean islands, when they climbed Scotland’s remotest Munro. A Mhaidhean.

HOTTEST GAY BAR in Glasgow

Hot Gay Bar in Glasgow?

Revellers and locals getting ready to hit the East Gate Centre on Saturday night.

ScotsGay Poll,

the Results go:

The Polo Lounge (294 votes)

The Arches (197 votes)

Delmonica’s (195 votes)

The Art School (188 votes)

The Tunnel (173 votes)

The Polo Pal (162 votes)

The Arta (66 votes)
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The Daily Mail’s double-page feature on the Scottish Executive’s efforts to abolish the controversial Section 28 of the Local Government Act 1988 has been widely condemned in media reports.

In an article entitled “The Daily Mail’s double-page feature on the Scottish Executive’s efforts to abolish the controversial Section 28 of the Local Government Act 1988 has been widely condemned in media reports.”

The Daily Mail has been branded as a “drivel box of lies” by the Scottish National Secular Society, while the Scottish Daily Mail has been accused of being “infested with homophobia.”

The Daily Mail’s coverage of the Section 28 debate has been widely criticized for its use of inflammatory language and for misleading readers about the Scottish Executive’s proposals.

In an article entitled “The Daily Mail has been branded as a “drivel box of lies” by the Scottish National Secular Society, while the Scottish Daily Mail has been accused of being “infested with homophobia.” The Daily Mail’s coverage of the Section 28 debate has been widely criticized for its use of inflammatory language and for misleading readers about the Scottish Executive’s proposals.”

The Daily Mail’s coverage of the Section 28 debate has been widely criticized for its use of inflammatory language and for misleading readers about the Scottish Executive’s proposals. The newspaper has been accused of being “infested with homophobia,” and has been described as a “drivel box of lies” by the Scottish National Secular Society.

The newspaper’s coverage has been widely criticized for its use of inflammatory language and for misleading readers about the Scottish Executive’s proposals. The Scottish National Secular Society has described the Daily Mail’s coverage as a “drivel box of lies,” while the Scottish Daily Mail has been accused of being “infested with homophobia.”

The Scottish Daily Mail has been accused of being “infested with homophobia,” and has been described as a “drivel box of lies” by the Scottish National Secular Society. The newspaper’s coverage has been widely criticized for its use of inflammatory language and for misleading readers about the Scottish Executive’s proposals.

The Daily Mail’s coverage of the Section 28 debate has been widely criticized for its use of inflammatory language and for misleading readers about the Scottish Executive’s proposals. The newspaper has been accused of being “infested with homophobia,” and has been described as a “drivel box of lies” by the Scottish National Secular Society.

The Scottish National Secular Society has described the Daily Mail’s coverage as a “drivel box of lies,” while the Scottish Daily Mail has been accused of being “infested with homophobia.” The newspaper’s coverage has been widely criticized for its use of inflammatory language and for misleading readers about the Scottish Executive’s proposals.
Roma & Juliet - the short film

Roma & Juliet came about through Luvvies’ Chair David Dalzell’s idea to rewrite and edit the original Shakespearean Romeo & Juliet play text as a short all-female film for the twenty-first century LGBT audience. A trial shoot at the LGBT Centre for Health & Wellbeing on Howe Street at Xmas demonstrated that despite their curiosity and enthusiasm in mounting a Shakespearean language project, The Luvvies were asking too much from themselves in understanding how best to communicate the text. Some of the actors had never acted before, let alone within the specialist area of film, so they decided to convert the script into a more contemporary (though still slightly stylised) language, and David along with Director Rachna Dheer set about re-writing the script.

The Luvvies shot the subsequent 35 minutes script over just three weekends. Highlights included the fabulous gothic costumes and jewellery; orchestrating a ‘fall onto concrete steps’ outside St Stephen’s Church in Stockbridge, (the wind was howling, the rain pouring, with our actresses (and crew) very odd shades of white from the wind chill factor), and a fab day of filming at Blue Moon cafe when lots of extras turned up to be ‘gothicised’ by our efficient young make-up artist Megan McLoughlin-Trout (who’d headed over from Glasgow each weekend just to maintain the continuity of people’s complicated ‘powder and paint’).

Emma, from Roma & Juliet says:

Yes! Roma and Juliet just seemed Shakespeare intended, with blazing guitars and Gothic overtones, except that guitars hadn’t been invented in Shakespeare’s time so we had to work for the film versus all now. Will watching Roma and Juliet make you rich? Will it make you more attractive? Will you have more sex and chocolate cake? Yes! it can do this and much more only for the price of an admission fee, (And on selected DVD versions.) So come along and watch as we can have something to kill the grandchildren in future years, (or anyone that asks.)

100 million years in the making (That’s how long humans took to invent the camera) this is certainly the cinematic event of the autumn. If you only ever watch one movie for the rest of your life then make sure it is this. So come along to experience the thrill of a lifetime. Watch out too for the eagerly anticipated sequel: Roma and Juliet Zombie Revenge and Roma and Juliet Meet King Kong. There is also the Xmas Roma and Juliet On Ice.

What made you join the cast? A: Wow! love, Tragedy, Gothy girls and guitars. I’m glad Kieradidn’t see this first. What was your experience before the film? What everything, or just acting? I’ve done a lot of different stuff but nothing as big as this before. I’ll talk about everything else in the biography.

What was it like making the film?

Hard workin even harder than usual for my trailer which is in for repair. I actually had to have lunch with everyone else. Very professional lot though, I think they will all love it.

Has the experience taught you anything about yourself and did you feel you brought anything particularly important or significant to the role of Roma? As a TG actress you tend to get typecast in the action heroine role. It’s nice to get a more romantic role where you are not just beating up loads of baddies in heels too high to even walk in.

How do you feel about the film & experience now? Can’t wait till another similar role comes along as it confuses things very much. I’m a bit unhappy with the final cut though. I left the film needed the dinosaurs to be kept in.

Anything else that comes to mind? I think the film has improved a lot after they stopped me from singing in it. I have to agree that my voice overtones would have been a distraction to the film. I’m sure that’s what they said anyway. I don’t want to go on about my performance especially with the Oscars only a few months away but to be honest I would be happy just to get nominated.
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SPORT

Paul Elliott this month is Northern Ireland-born Jonathan MacBride who wants to counter the stereotypical image that gays can’t play sport. He’s not into professional flower-picking, extreme baking or high-speed-crochet, but he plays squash, football, badminton, table tennis, golf, pool and tennis and he gets his hands on so many balls of different shapes and sizes in a typical week that the rest of us can only dream in a compelling blend of awestruck admiration and blatant envy.

He wins tournaments and places as well, owning a trophy cabinet with so much chrome on display that it could easily be mistaken for a ‘57 Buick on a dark night. Not just girls’ prizes either, he’s won national and regional open tournaments and has represented Ulster so many times that he does more for VisitNorthernIreland than the Giant’s Causeway and Van Morrison combined.

So what’s his secret? Saturday caught up with him in a rare moment when he wasn’t experimenting with different shapes and sizes of sporting paraphernalia to find out the secret of his success.

Paul Elliott

Paul Elliott has been active in gay football, which is the hardest of all sports, not in terms of winning trophies, but in terms of coming out. He has been there and has many things to say about his experiences, how they have influenced him and how others might use his story to come out.

Paul Elliott is a gay footballer and has been active in promoting the sport. His story is an inspiration to many and his message is clear: it is possible to come out and be successful in football.

Paul Elliott's story is also a reminder of the importance of taking the right steps to come out. He faced many challenges and obstacles, but he persevered and continued to work towards his goal. His story is a testament to the fact that it is possible to come out and be successful in football, and that it is important to be true to oneself.

Paul Elliott is a great role model for anyone who is considering coming out in football, and his story is a great source of inspiration for those who are looking for guidance in this area. His experience is an example of how one can overcome the challenges and obstacles associated with coming out in football, and how one can continue to pursue their dreams despite these challenges.

Paul Elliott's story is an inspiration to many and a reminder of the importance of taking the right steps to come out. His story is a testament to the fact that it is possible to come out and be successful in football, and that it is important to be true to oneself.
After the breakdown of a long term relationship, the main character begins to delve into the dark underworld of a subculture in the gay community, where his role is separate, and also focuses on the evolution of his sexuality as he becomes tentative and fearful without a man.

Footsteps and Witness: Lesbian and Gay Life Stories from Scotland

Edited by Bob Cant

Published by Polygon

Published by Polygon

In this chapter, the author explores the diversity of sexuality and gender roles within society, noting the importance of recognizing the role of women in the gay community. The author mentions that some women’s sexuality and gender roles are different from men’s, and that this差异 is often omitted from history books.

November at the Centre...

We came, we re-opened, we relaunched! Now with our doors wide open again it’s time to improve the wellbeing of Edinburgh’s LGBT community.

This month sees the arrival of some new health and wellbeing courses:

- **Salsa**
  - Thursdays 6.30pm (23rd Oct - 18th Dec)
  - Salsa is a fun and informal dance style that’s great for improving fitness and having just a good time!

- **Salsa**
  - Fridays 6.30pm (23rd Oct - 18th Dec)
  - Salsa is a fun and informal dance style that’s great for improving fitness and having just a good time!

- **EASY VIRTUE**
  - (TBC) Angelina Jolie’s new film which tells the story of a young woman who becomes a leading lady and is experiencing sexual relationships with her superiors. It shows at this time how women are being encouraged to go to universities and load them with the knowledge that has been recorded in criminal courts.

- **WETTER**
  - Colin Firth as his weary apathetic aristocratic family.

- **MOORE**
  - Michelle Monaghan receives an Oscar when those awards are likely to be the best actress of the year. She is also seen to hear them with great satisfaction. It shows at this time how women are being encouraged to go to universities and load them with the knowledge that has been recorded in criminal courts.

- **THE DUCHESS**
  - It's likely to be around forever as it shows wealthy people in the 18th century in luxurious wigs and costumes that could have cost half the budget. The sense of irony: Kingdom is as well as a leading man, has such become an assist director and has chosen a true story about corruption in the Los Angeles Police Department in 1989 called THE CHANGELING.

- **MOORE**
  - Michelle Monaghan receives an Oscar when those awards are likely to be the best actress of the year. She is also seen to hear them with great satisfaction. It shows at this time how women are being encouraged to go to universities and load them with the knowledge that has been recorded in criminal courts.

- **THE DUCHESS**
  - It’s likely to be around forever as it shows wealthy people in the 18th century in luxurious wigs and costumes that could have cost half the budget. The sense of irony: Kingdom is as well as a leading man, has such become an assist director and has chosen a true story about corruption in the Los Angeles Police Department in 1989 called THE CHANGELING.

- **MOORE**
  - Michelle Monaghan receives an Oscar when those awards are likely to be the best actress of the year. She is also seen to hear them with great satisfaction. It shows at this time how women are being encouraged to go to universities and load them with the knowledge that has been recorded in criminal courts.

- **THE DUCHESS**
  - It’s likely to be around forever as it shows wealthy people in the 18th century in luxurious wigs and costumes that could have cost half the budget. The sense of irony: Kingdom is as well as a leading man, has such become an assist director and has chosen a true story about corruption in the Los Angeles Police Department in 1989 called THE CHANGELING.
Being starved of physical contact — of human touch — has been shown to have strong negative consequences. In this condition people become tetchy, irritable, then more easily provoked to anger. I sometimes think that an element in the classic “Lord of the Flies” is not only the boys’ immature lack of understanding of each other, but also their middle-class English inhibitions regarding touch, manifested by the absence of supportive adults. Babies left untouched may even decline and die.

I can’t recall any examples of supportive physical contact in the film I went to see this week. “Gomorrah” is based on a book about the activities of the Camorra, the ultra-mafia based in the Naples area currently. It won the Grand Prix at this year’s Cannes Film Festival and has been described as “intensely moving.” Seemed more like Brechtian alienation to me. Lots of characters, difficult to see the connections, loads of violence — who will be hit next? Why? I don’t give up on narratives easily, but I found it very difficult to get involved and I didn’t care by the end. Maybe it was too realistic.

There are many gay and lesbian organisations that do encourage supportive and harmonious group relationships that are a complete world away from criminal violence. Of course, the Edward Carpenter Trust stands out as one. There are various sports organisations, as seen in this issue of *ScotsGay*, and hill and mountain walking groups, potholers — almost everything imaginable. And all providing warmth, affection and supportive contact.

I have been on weekends where men gather in the countryside for walking, climbing, massage etc. These guys gather to exchange ideas, experiences and hopes at the beginning of the weekend, and then sit in a circle to exchange reflections at the end. Good friendships often begin in those weekends, and people gain a great deal emotionally.

On one of these, all the guys were sleeping in two large dormitories. At the final talk session one man told his most striking memory was waking up in the middle of the night and listening to the synchronised snoring! Maybe there’s a new Olympic sport to be developed there! It’s said that women living together gradually synchronise their periods. Do men together synchronise their snoring? Hmm.

A few weeks ago I went on a gay men’s massage course. It was a revision day for me, but I learned some new techniques. There were twenty-five men; an experienced professional gave a full introduction and there were a number of experienced men present. We all practiced on one another and were practiced upon. A considerable bond of friendship and trust existed between the group. We were all keen to develop our massage skills and didn’t spend the valuable time on sexual activities — there are so many places where you can do that. A great day.

A few days later a friend told a story about a lack of privacy. He said he would like to be told out and have a full body massage, carefully avoiding the affected area of course. So, that happened, but after saying “Thank you” there was much pleasure in the giving for me. It was a deeply affectionate, and emotionally enhancing experience. Yet it was shown on a big screen at the local cinema. Now we couldn’t let Joe Public — and especially children see that! But think what they can see on late-night TV. Two men sharing a mutually supportive and loving experience, not primarily for sexual gratification and with no violence. How much better to have this on a big public screen than two hours of mechanised combat, poisoning of the environment, and the snuffing out of lives young and old. Which was seen in “Gomorrah.” What a sick society it must be where this kind of degradation, even in the “arthouses,” is preferred on screen to say, an edited version of the massage day that I went on.

Maybe it’s just best to avoid the big screen and its vapid sensationalism. Maybe we should just share loving exchanges in a hundred ways in our own communities.
VENUES
*denotes ScotsGay available

ABERDEEN
CHIC BAR & CLUB
14-16 Union Street (01224) 57 17 17 Mon-Sat 9pm-5am. Sun 10am-5pm. (60p cover Mon-Sat). Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, kitchen, upstairs bar, upstairs dance area.

DUNDEE
THE GAUDIER
79-81 Nethergate (01382) 72 92 92 Sun 12noon-5pm. Mon-Thur 5pm-11.30pm. Fri & Sat 5pm-12.30am. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, karaoke, kitchen. 1st floor dance area.

BOBBIE’S
209a Morrison Street (01382) 22 08 95 Sun 11am-5pm. Mon-Thur 11am-11pm. Fri & Sat 11am-12.30am. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, karaoke, upstairs bar.

JOCKS HEALTH CLUB/SAFARI
91-93 Haymarket West (01382) 24 14 14 Sun noon-2pm. Mon-Thur noon-5pm. Fri & Sat noon-6pm. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar and pool.

DUMFRIES
WELMAN’S
Popular club opposite sauna, steamroom, gym, open from 12noon. Daily until 1am. Bar, dance floor, music, upstairs bar.

EDINBURGH
Lively gay bar and club. Sun-Thu 10pm-2am, Fri & Sat Noon-2am. Tel: (0131) 473 73 73. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

BLACK BO’S
220 Morningside Drive (0131) 557 28 99 Sun 12noon-2pm. Mon-Thur 12noon-5pm. Fri & Sat 12noon-6pm. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

THE PLAYGIRL MANSIONS
Lugton Place (0131) 228 99 99. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

DOOZY
The Loochman 9, 9-11 Victoria Street (0131) 229 88 99. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

PRISCILLA’S CABERET BAR
2 St Andrew’s Lane. Tel: (0131) 226 66 66. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

FRENCHEZ
99 Rose Street Lane (0131) 557 44 44. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

FURBURGER (EAST SIDE)*
26 BDublin Street. Tel: (0131) 557 17 17. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

THE LANE
49-51 Haddington Road. Tel: (0131) 553 55 55. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

FEVER
Luna, 14 Princes Place. Tel: (0131) 478 73 73. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

LEATHER AND LACE*
Gay, dancing, drinking, eating. Sun-Thu 10pm-5am. Fri & Sat 12noon-5am. Bar, dance floor.

LUV/LA VIDA
The Loochman 9, 9-11 Victoria Street. Tel: (0131) 229 88 99. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

THE PLAYGIRL MANSIONS
Lugton Place. Tel: (0131) 228 99 99. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

JUDETTE’S
220 Morningside Drive. Tel: (0131) 557 28 99. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

THE REGENT
2-3 Montrose Terrace (0131) 557 42 42. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

THE STUDIO
30-32 Powis Street. Tel: (0131) 557 42 42. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

TUBER
21 Barony Street. Tel: (0131) 557 27 27. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

BARNTON BAR & BISTRO
49-51 Haddington Road. Tel: (0131) 552 11 11. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

BOOTY
Mon-Sat 11.30am-12.30am. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

CABARET 117
117 Princes Street. Tel: (0131) 557 27 27. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

THE CAFE
1 Euphemia Place. Tel: (0131) 552 11 11. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

THE CRAFT
117 Princes Street. Tel: (0131) 557 27 27. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

.GetBytes(0131) 557 27 27.

DEMONICA’S BAR
5-10 Metropole Lane. Tel: (0131) 557 42 42. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

Dundee gay club and clubbing venue. Sun-Thu 10pm-2am, Fri & Sat 10pm-3am. Tel: (01382) 22 08 95. Dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

DUNDONI
1 Euphemia Place. Tel: (0131) 557 27 27. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

THE PLAYGIRL MANSIONS
Lugton Place. Tel: (0131) 228 99 99. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

DOOZY
The Loochman 9, 9-11 Victoria Street. Tel: (0131) 229 88 99. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

STUDIO
30-32 Powis Street. Tel: (0131) 557 42 42. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

THE REGENT
2-3 Montrose Terrace (0131) 557 42 42. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

THE STUDIO
30-32 Powis Street. Tel: (0131) 557 42 42. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

TUBER
21 Barony Street. Tel: (0131) 557 27 27. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

BARNTON BAR & BISTRO
49-51 Haddington Road. Tel: (0131) 552 11 11. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

BOOTY
Mon-Sat 11.30am-12.30am. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

CABARET 117
117 Princes Street. Tel: (0131) 557 27 27. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

THE CAFE
1 Euphemia Place. Tel: (0131) 552 11 11. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

THE CRAFT
117 Princes Street. Tel: (0131) 557 27 27. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

getBytes(0131) 557 27 27.

DEMONICA’S BAR
5-10 Metropole Lane. Tel: (0131) 557 42 42. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

Dundee gay club and clubbing venue. Sun-Thu 10pm-2am, Fri & Sat 10pm-3am. Tel: (01382) 22 08 95. Dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

DUNDONI
1 Euphemia Place. Tel: (0131) 557 27 27. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

THE PLAYGIRL MANSIONS
Lugton Place. Tel: (0131) 228 99 99. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

DOOZY
The Loochman 9, 9-11 Victoria Street. Tel: (0131) 229 88 99. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

STUDIO
30-32 Powis Street. Tel: (0131) 557 42 42. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.

THE REGENT
2-3 Montrose Terrace (0131) 557 42 42. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music, upstairs bar.

THE STUDIO
30-32 Powis Street. Tel: (0131) 557 42 42. Bar, dance floor, DJ, disco, music.
SCOTLAND
Glasgow Gay and Lesbian Men’s Health Centre, 3rd fl, 4 Park Terrace, Glasgow, G3 7NB. Tel/Fax: 0141-5524958. E-mail: info@gaymenshealth.org.uk

A national HIV prevention programme for gay and bisexual men and those who have sex with men. Offers a range of services. For details of upcoming programme, visit www.gaymenshealth.org.uk.

Glasgow and Clyde Health Board. Tel: 0141-5560300. E-mail: info@gaymenhealthcwhb.org.uk

For Edinburgh Bear Scots, see the www.edinburghbearscots.com

WOMEN’S LCC

ABERDEEN
Grudie Sisters: A women’s group for lesbians and gay men, and their partners. Call Darina on 07969 635266 or email info@grudiesisters.org

EDINBURGH
For information on the North East Scotland Gay Lesbian Health Forum, contact Vicky on 07969 635266 or email vicky.grudiesisters.org.uk

LINDSAY
Women/LCDF: A women’s group providing confidential support and advice to gay and bisexual women. E-mail: lindsaywomen@lindsay.org.uk

Healthwatch Scotland: Open to all. A women’s group for lesbian and gay women. E-mail: info@healthwatch.org.uk

Windy City Women’s Choir: A women’s group for gay and lesbian women who enjoy singing. E-mail: info@windycitychoir.org.uk

For an upcoming programme of events, visit www.gaymenshealth.org.uk.

LGBT Centre for Health & Wellbeing
2nd Fl., 3rd Fl., 27a Blythswood Square, Glasgow G2 2BD. Tel: 0845 051 7457. E-mail info@lgbtcwh.org.uk

The Centre provides sexual health services and psychological and emotional support. General enquiries to: The Centre, 4th Fl., 27a Blythswood Square, Glasgow G2 2BD. Tel: 0845 051 7457. E-mail info@lgbtcwh.org.uk

ATHEISTS PRIDE

GAY AND LESBIAN ASSOCIATION

GLASGOW
Glencorse: A mixed gay men’s group, for those of all ages. Tel: 0141-5583556

Edinburgh Beaufort: Women-only Group. Tel: 0131-5563556

E-mail: info@beaufortgla.org.uk

Glasgow Women’s Centre: E-mail: info@glasgowwomen.org.uk

Church of Scotland, 41 George St, Edinburgh. Tel: 0131-220 2884. E-mail: info@chusc.org.uk

METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH

Glasgow: Tel: 0141-221 8997. E-mail: info@metroc.org.uk

Church of Scotland, 41 George St, Edinburgh. Tel: 0131-220 2884. E-mail: info@chusc.org.uk

A church of the LGBT community. Welcomes all, regardless of race, sex or politics. For details of upcoming events, visit www.metroc.org.uk

RISKS

BISEXUALS

A network for people who are both straight and gay or lesbian. Tel: 0141-357 2344. E-mail: info@bisexual.org.uk

TWEET

STIRLING
Stirling Gay Men’s Social Group
Telephone: 01786 211428
E-mail: stirlinggaymen@btconnect.com

Gay Men’s Social Group
Meet monthly at Sottosopra, High Street, Stirling. Tel: 01786 484717
E-mail: gaymen@btinternet.com

BEARS

BEARS

For Gay and Lesbian Men’s Health Centre, see www.gaymenshealth.org.uk

For Rural ETU Radios, see www.lgbtvscotland.org.uk

For Equality Forum: for Gay and Lesbian Men’s Health Centre, see www.gaymenshealth.org.uk

For Gay Scottish Choir, see www.gayscottishchoir.com

For Ethical Bear Club, see www.ethicalbearclub.org

For Edinburgh Gay Men’s Theatre, see www.edinburghgaymenstheatre.com

For Gay Men’s Health Centre, see www.gaymenhealthcwhb.org.uk

For Edinburgh Bear Scots, see the www.edinburghbearscots.com

For Bisexual Association of Scotland, see www.bisexual association.org.uk
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For Rural ETU Radios, see www.lgbtvscotland.org.uk
Looking for a dominant, preferably in the Fife area, for correctivetherapy and looking for someone older, 60 if possible. I can travel and discretion is assured. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7294.

The lady I want to be dominated by is 37 years old masculine and wants a one to one relationship. I willing to travel a reasonable distance. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7289.

By Phone

Inverness Hotelier

This 50-somethingslim, average from Argyll, is wanted by this non-binary transsexual who is looking for a very passive, slim, mature guy to ‘give me the belt.’ I have been given to understand that’s what you’d called ‘toned’ for fun and friendship. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7284.

Good Sound Spanking

For a 44 year old slim, hairy body. For a dominant Daddy type to spank on a regular basis. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7299.

Local To Tayside

Seeking nephew for hot, horny fun with no strings. Please leave a message if you’re interested. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 8054.

Over The Knee Spanking

This 50-somethingslim, mature gay man is looking for an olderguy in his late 30s or 40s. I am looking for a very passive guy to be spanked. I have been given to understand that’s you, and you’re exactly how to handle such a submissive gay guy says he doesn’t look, act or even smell gay. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7299.

Good, Sound Spanking

A 37 year old gay, like a man. His name is Roberto. Having a good time in Tayside but can travel. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7299.

Baby Janice

Kevin from Aberdeen is looking for a Daddy-type in central Edinburgh. He is 44 years old and looking for similar. Can travel anywhere. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7299.

Baby Janice

Looking for a dominant, preferably in the Fife area, for correctivetherapy and looking for someone older, 60 if possible. I can travel and discretion is assured. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7294.

Looking for Skinheads

Looking for guys 50 years or older, 50’s or 60’s for first time. Anyone is welcome, just want to have fun and good times. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7298.

Looking for Corrective Therapy

Looking to make new friends. I am a guy in his late 30s who is looking for meaningful relationships. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7298.

Looking for Corrective Therapy

For a very passive, slim, mature gay man is looking for an olderguy in his late 30s or 40s. I am looking for a very passive guy to be spanked. I have been given to understand that’s you, and you’re exactly how to handle such a submissive gay guy says he doesn’t look, act or even smell gay. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7299.

Looking for Corrective Therapy

Kevin from Aberdeen is looking for a Daddy-type in central Edinburgh. He is 44 years old and looking for similar. Can travel anywhere. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7299.

Looking for Corrective Therapy

Looking to make new friends. I am a guy in his late 30s who is looking for meaningful relationships. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 7298.
Assumptions don’t protect you from HIV.

Condoms do.

Respect       World Aids Day
Protect       1st December

www.hivcomebacktour.co.uk